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Abstract: Product oil tankers are essential transportation equipment for petroleum transfer. Due to
petroleum products’ intense penetration and solubility, the quality requirements for coating product
oil tankers are high, and regular maintenance is needed. Currently, this relies on manual labor, which
involves working in enclosed spaces with harsh conditions, high labor intensity, long working time
periods, and unstable quality. We proposed a lightweight, rigid–flexible robotic system using a cable-
driven parallel robot with a serial framework-type manipulator arm to address this with conceptual
design and dimensional analysis. Based on the kinematic and static modeling, we analyzed the
workspace of the cable-driven parallel robot. Considering the interference issues under different
robot poses, we analyzed the dimensions of the framework-type manipulator arm and the terminal
reachability of the rigid–flexible robotic system. The results show that the proposed rigid–flexible
robot can cover all areas to be coated, providing a new automated solution for the specialized coating
of product oil tanker cabins.

Keywords: product oil tanker; special coating; cable-driven parallel; rigid–flexible robot

1. Introduction

Product oil tankers, crucial for loading and transporting refined petroleum products,
play an indispensable role in the petroleum transfer process. Due to the intense penetration
and solubility of petroleum products, which can accelerate steel plate corrosion, the coating
requirements for product oil tanker cargo holds are strict and require specialized coatings
and techniques. The existing specialized coating process for product oil tanker cargo
holds relies on manual labor with scaffolding for sandblasting and coating (Figure 1). This
process involves a large amount of scaffolding and considerable time for setup and removal.
Because transportation is inconvenient, collisions or falling objects can easily damage the
paint in completed areas, increasing subsequent repair work. Specialized manual coating
has a high cost, long duration, and poor safety [1]. A single cargo oil tank in a product oil
tanker can have an area of over 5000 m2 and a height of more than 20 m. As the demand for
refined petroleum products continues to grow, the size of product oil tankers also increases.
Furthermore, product oil tanker cabins are enclosed structures with narrow entrances and
exits, which can only accommodate personnel and not large machinery. Efficient specialized
coating in large spaces is critical in product oil tanker manufacturing.

Specialized coating equipment must have an ultra-large workspace with lightweight
and easy-to-reconfigure characteristics. Existing rigid large-range-of-motion platforms are
not suitable for this purpose. Cable-driven parallel robots (CDPRs) are a type of parallel
robot driven by cables [2,3], inheriting the advantages of the large load capacity and high
dynamics of parallel mechanisms. Due to the ease of winding and unwinding cables, CD-
PRs have ultra-large workspaces and are advantageous in large-span work scenarios [4–7].
For example, China’s FAST (Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical Telescope) uses a
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CDPR to achieve a 600 m span. Moreover, CDPRs replace rigid links with lightweight
cables, offering a simple structure, high modularity, easy reconfiguration, and high cost and
weight reduction advantages [8]. CDPRs have already been applied in large-scale coating
applications. NIST developed the RoboCrane/AMP motion platform based on the Stewart
configuration of CDPRs for battlefield coating and the maintenance of military transport
aircraft [9]. Tecnalia designed and developed the eight-cable six-degree-of-freedom CoGiRo
handling mechanism and conducted large-scale civil aircraft coating experiments [10].
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(a combined representation of force and torque) acting on the moving platform. The set of 
poses in which CDPRs achieve balance with a distribution of positive cable forces under 
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[12], the shape and size of which largely depends on the layout of the cable attachment 
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mum values that ensure a controllable moving platform is called the force-couple-feasible 
workspace [14]. When CDPRs perform specific known tasks, the reachable workspace is 
more closely related to working conditions [4]. The literature [15–20] provides some clas-
sic workspaces for typical CDPR configurations. The above workspaces of CDPRs are 
challenging when it comes to breaking through the geometric constraints of the cable at-
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100%, meaning the moving platform cannot reach the boundary area where the cable at-
tachment points are located (Figure 2). 

Figure 1. Manual operation of special coating. (a) Full warehouse scaffolding; (b) hanging scaffolding.

To fully exploit the workspace advantage, many researchers have studied the workspace
of CDPRs. The set of poses in which CDPRs achieve balance under gravity alone and with
cable force remaining within the constraint range is called the static reachable workspace [11],
the most basic workspace of CDPRs. The static reachable workspace can be subdivided
by further considering the magnitude limitations of the force couple vector (a combined
representation of force and torque) acting on the moving platform. The set of poses
in which CDPRs achieve balance with a distribution of positive cable forces under any
magnitude of the force couple vector is called the force-couple-enclosed workspace [12], the
shape and size of which largely depends on the layout of the cable attachment points [13].
Furthermore, considering the available range of force couple vectors, the set of poses in
which CDPRs generate cable force values between the maximum and minimum values that
ensure a controllable moving platform is called the force-couple-feasible workspace [14].
When CDPRs perform specific known tasks, the reachable workspace is more closely related
to working conditions [4]. The literature [15–20] provides some classic workspaces for
typical CDPR configurations. The above workspaces of CDPRs are challenging when it
comes to breaking through the geometric constraints of the cable attachment points, and the
ratio of workspace to robot-occupied space is always less than 100%, meaning the moving
platform cannot reach the boundary area where the cable attachment points are located
(Figure 2).

To further expand the workspace, Barrette [21] proposed the concept of a dynamic
workspace, which specifically refers to the set of poses that the moving platform can move
to outside the static workspace using inertial forces. Many researchers, including Gosselin,
have investigated the dynamic trajectory of CDPRs and established various point-to-point
trajectory and periodic trajectory planning methods for different configurations [22–28].
Although dynamic trajectories have successfully expanded the workspace of CDPRs, en-
abling the robot’s terminal to break through the geometric constraints of cable attachment
points, the trajectory constraints are more complex and make it difficult to carry out stable
coating operations.
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Figure 2. CDPR’s statically reachable workspace [11]. (Four cables, particle moving platform; purple
represents accessible workspace).

To address the reachability issue, we propose a rigid–flexible robotic system using
a CDPR in series with a framework-type manipulator arm with conceptual design and
dimensional analysis. We aim to provide a feasible automated solution for specialized
coating in product oil tanker cabins. The remaining parts of this paper are organized as
follows: Section 2 introduces the rigid–flexible robotic system based on the CDPR and
analyzes the cable interference problem. Section 3 establishes the kinematic and static
models of the CDPR. Section 4 optimizes and analyzes the reachable workspace of the
CDPR based on cable force constraints. Section 5 considers interference issues and analyzes
the dimensions of the framework-type manipulator arm and the terminal reachability of
the rigid–flexible robotic system. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Rigid–Flexible Robot Model
2.1. Rigid–Flexible Robot Geometric Model

This paper presents a rigid–flexible robotic system that consists of a CDPR in series
with a framework-type manipulator arm. The CDPR is driven by four sets of parallel cables,
and the moving platform of the CDPR achieves three degrees of translational freedom in
space. The framework-type manipulator arm with two rotational degrees of freedom is
installed on the moving platform of the CDPR. The working direction is adjusted by the
rotating arm, and the upper and lower arms break through the workspace of the CDPR
to perform the spraying task. A schematic of the mechanism is shown in Figure 3. In the
figure, O is a reference point on the inner cabin wall of the oil tanker; A1 to A8 are the
anchor points of the cables on the moving platform; B1 to B8 are the cable exit points within
the tanker cabin; P is the center of the moving platform, which is also the hinge center of
the rotating arm and the moving platform; C1 is the center of the short rod connecting the
upper arm parallelogram mechanism to the rotating arm; P1 is the center of the short rod
connecting the upper arm parallelogram mechanism to the upper-end platform; C2 is the
center of the short rod connecting the lower arm parallelogram mechanism to the rotating
arm; P2 is the center of the short rod connecting the lower arm parallelogram mechanism
to the lower end platform.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the rigid–flexible robotic system.

The CDPR uses four sets of parallel cable drives (A1B1/A2B2, A3B3/A4B4, A5B5/A6B6,
and A7B7/A8B8). Each set of parallel cables shares a single drive, synchronously winding
and unwinding. The four sets of parallel cables can constrain the moving platform’s three
rotational degrees of freedom. During operation, the parallel cables ensure that the moving
platform remains level. The upper and lower arms of the framework-type manipulator arm
are symmetrically mounted on the rotating arm and share a single drive. The gravitational
forces of the upper and lower arms counterbalance each other, reducing the holding torque
and energy consumption during rotation.

At the end platform, an electromagnetic suction device is installed to improve the
stiffness of the entire system during the spraying operation and prevent vibration. A
lightweight specialized coating device is also installed to realize the specialized coating of
the inner walls.

During specialized coating, the CDPR first moves to the boundary of the workspace.
The rotating arm adjusts the working position, and the upper or lower arm extends out
of the workspace of the CDPR. The end platform is attracted to the wall surface, and the
specialized coating equipment mounted on the end platform performs specialized coating
within the range.

Figure 4 shows the design of the cable driving component and the framework-type
parallelogram mechanism component of the rigid–flexible robotic system. For other compo-
nents of the rigid–flexible robotic system, such as CDPR, rotary motor, etc., there is mature
design, so this paper mainly introduces the unique design of the cable driving component
and the framework-type parallelogram mechanism component.

The cable driving component is composed of a fixed part, a driving motor, a drum,
a sliding block and a fitting pulley. The motor drives the drum to retract and retract the
cable. When the length of the cable is different, the tangential position of the cable and the
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drum also changes. The slide block drives the fitting pulley to move on the slide rail, so as
to ensure that the cable always follows the direction of a guide groove on the drum and
prevent the cable from moving away from the guide groove.

The parallelogram mechanism component adopts the frame structure and consists
of many identical rods. The advantage of this design is that, when transported, it can be
folded up to take up very little space; it would otherwise be difficult to transport with an
arm longer than 4 m. When working, the rods are spread out and their joints are fixed,
which does not give the robot additional uncontrollable degrees of freedom.
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2.2. Cable Interference Analysis

Each set of parallel cables of the CDPR has symmetric anchor points about the center
of the moving platform within the horizontal plane. If all cable anchor points are arranged
in the same plane, different parallel cable sets will intersect. Taking cables A2B2 and A3B3
as an example, as shown below in Figure 5, points A2N2 and A3N3 are the projections of the
two cables on the horizontal plane; point V is the intersection of the two cable projections
on the horizontal plane; point U is the projection of point V on the line A2 A3.
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Due to the constraint of parallel cables, the moving platform remains level and its
sides are parallel to the corresponding sides in space. Therefore, we have:

N2M2//VU//N3M3, N2M2 = N3M3
N2B2//VW2(3)//N3B3, N2B2 = N3B3

(1)

By using similar triangles (Figure 6), we can derive:

VW2
N2B2

= A2V
A2 N2

= VU
N2 M2

VW3
N3B3

= A3V
A3 N3

= VU
N3 M3

(2)
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Thus,
VW2 = VW3 (3)

This means that points W2 and W3 coincide at W, and the two cables intersect in space,
leading to wear during the moving platform’s motion.

Based on the above analysis, lowering the cable exit and anchor points of cable A2B2
can ensure that cable A2B2 is always below cable A3B3, as shown in Figure 6. The vertical
height difference in the horizontal plane projection positions is:

W2W3 = V2V3 = h (4)
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where h is the vertical height difference between the two cable anchor points. To prevent
wear between the cables, the vertical height difference between the cables must be at least
five times the cable diameter d. Therefore, the height difference requirement for the cable
anchor points on the moving platform is h ≥ 5d.

3. Motion and Force Analysis of the Cable-Parallel Robot
3.1. Motion Analysis

A global coordinate system O− xyz is established at point O, and a moving platform
coordinate system P− xpypzp is established at point P, with the directions of each coordi-

nate axis shown in Figure 3. The vector of each cable is denoted as
→

AiBi = li(i = 1, 2, . . . , 8),
the corresponding unit direction vector as ei, the position vector of each cable exit point as
→

OBi = bi in the global coordinate system, the position vector of each cable anchor point as
→

PAi = ai, and the position vector of the moving platform as
→

OP = p.
For the i-th branch of the driving system, the vector closure equation is:

→
OP =

→
OBi +

→
Bi Ai +

→
AiP

→
OP1 =

→
OP +

→
PC1 +

→
C1P1

→
OP2 =

→
OP +

→
PC2 +

→
C2P2

(5)

The corresponding vector li for the i-th cable can be obtained as:

li = bi − ai − p (6)

The corresponding unit direction vector ei is ei = li/|li|.

3.2. Static Force Analysis

During the special coating process, the moving platform remains stationary or moves
at a low speed, so only static analysis of the cable-parallel robot is required. In a stationary
or uniform speed state, without considering external force disturbances, the sum of the
cable forces on the moving platform, the gravity of the moving platform, and the frame-type
robotic arm are mutually balanced. According to Newton’s second law, the force balance
equation of the moving platform is:

8

∑
i=1

fi + mg = 0 (7)

where m is the total mass of the moving platform, framework-based mechanical arm, and
end platform, and g = [0 0 − 9.8N/m]T is the acceleration due to gravity.

The frame-type robotic arm is symmetrically installed, and the torques caused by the
gravity of the upper and lower arms are mutually balanced. If there is no offset of the
center of gravity and external torque on the moving platform, the torques generated by
the cable forces acting on the moving platform need to be mutually balanced. The torque
balance equation for the centroid of the moving platform is:

8

∑
i=1

ai × fi = 0 (8)

Since the cable can only provide tension and cannot be broken, there is a constraint on
the cable force:

0 ≤ fi ≤ fmax, i = 1, 2, . . . , 8 (9)

To ensure the controllability of the six degrees of freedom of the macro platform, at
most two cables can be slacked. Therefore, a constraint is imposed on the third smallest
cable force among the eight cable forces:
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fmin3 ≥ fmin (10)

where fmin3 is the third smallest cable force among the eight cable forces.

4. Workspace Analysis of the Cable-Parallel Robot
4.1. Reachable Workspace Analysis

Since the CDPR is constrained by eight cables, the cable force is redundant, and in
most cases, there are multiple solutions for cable force. The close-form method can solve
cable force based on the 2-norm of the cable force matrix and other goals. However, this
method does not constrain the maximum and minimum cable forces, and it can only verify
the cable force constraints after solving the cable force. Therefore, the close-form method
can only solve a subspace of the real workspace of the CDPR [11].

To obtain the maximum workspace, this paper uses the minimum 2-norm value of the
cable force array as the objective value, combines the static equilibrium equation constraints
and the cable force inequality constraints, and solves the cable force using an active-set
optimization algorithm.

The mathematical model is expressed as follows:

min‖ f ‖2
8
∑

i=1
fi + mg = 0

s.t.
8
∑

i=1
ai × fi = 0

0 ≤ fi ≤ fmax, i = 1, 2, . . . , 8
fmin3 ≥ fmin

(11)

where f = [ f1 . . . f8]
T is the cable force array.

This paper selects a tanker inner cabin space with dimensions of 35 m × 40 m × 30 m.
The parameters of the cable-parallel robot are shown in Table 1. The reachable workspace
of the cable-parallel robot is shown in Figure 7.
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Table 1. Macro robot parameter table (cable-parallel robot).

Parameters Numerical Value

Macro platform length 2000 mm
Macro platform width 2000 mm

Macro platform height (anchor point height difference) 10 mm
Parallel cable spacing 3464 mm

Total mass of macro platform, micro platform, and end effector 100 kg
Minimum cable force limit (multiple of gravity) 0.05
Maximum cable force limit (multiple of gravity) 2

The reachable workspace of the CDPR occupies 69.95% of the physical space, and the
regular workspace is a rectangular space of 28.5 m× 33.5 m× 27 m, occupying 59.4% of the
physical space. The top surface of the regular workspace is 3 m away from the top surface
of the tanker’s inner cabin, and the side surface is 3.25 m away from the side surface of the
tanker’s inner cabin. When z < 10 m, the top regular workspace expands to a rectangular
space of 31 m × 36 m × 7 m, with the side surface of the top regular workspace 2 m away
from the side surface of the tanker’s inner cabin.

4.2. Cable Force Analysis

The z-direction slice maps of the maximum cable-force-to-gravity ratio and the third
smallest cable-force-to-gravity ratio in the reachable workspace are shown in Figure 8.
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As the distance between the moving platform and the central axis of the space increases,
the maximum values of each cable force gradually increase. In particular, at the bottom of
the space, the cable force increases fastest along the direction from the midpoint to the cable
output point. At the top of the space, the cable force increases fastest along the direction
from the center to the midpoint of the horizontal edge. At the top of the space, due to the
cables’ mutual pulling, the pulling cables’ tension increases sharply, and at the same time,
all cable forces are slightly elevated. At the boundary of the top workspace, the maximum
cable force reaches the limit of twice the gravity, and the third most minor cable force also
reaches 1.4 times the gravity. Outside the top workspace, the maximum cable force exceeds
the limit, resulting in unreachability.

As the moving platform height decreases and the distance from the space center
increases, the third smallest values of each cable force gradually decrease. Therefore, as
the distance from the top surface increases, the outer periphery of the moving platform
workspace gradually contracts, and the distance from the workspace boundary to the side
wall gradually increases. At the side and corner of the space, the platform gravity is mainly
borne by one to two groups of closer cables, causing uneven distribution of cable forces.
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At the boundary of the corner workspace, the maximum single cable force is still close
to 0.5 times the gravity, the farthest cable becomes slack, and the farther cable has only
0.05 times the gravity. More than two cables become slack outside the workspace, resulting
in unreachability.

When the moving platform has a certain distance from the top surface of the space
and is not at the center of the space, the platform gravity is mainly borne by the three closer
groups of parallel cables forming the 6-CSPR mechanism. In contrast, the farther group of
parallel cables has smaller forces. When approaching the workspace boundary, the farther
group of cables becomes slack.

Near the midpoint of the workspace slice boundary, the two farther groups of cable
output points have similar distances to the moving platform, and their cable directions are
also symmetrical. Currently, without increasing the cable force constraints, the solution
method with the 2-norm of the cable force matrix as the goal will result in almost equal
forces for the two groups of cables, causing the forces to be evenly distributed and both
groups of cables to become slack. However, this position is still within the workspace
because the eight cables can redistribute the forces, making the geometrically symmetrical
cable forces unevenly distributed. At this point, one group of cables becomes slack while the
other does not, and the position is reachable. In the above position, the feasible solution set
of cable forces is discontinuous, so the workspace obtained by the optimization algorithm
has discontinuous cable force distribution near this position. Also, when the moving
platform moves continuously near this position, the cable forces may be discontinuous,
potentially causing an impact on the moving platform and motors.

5. Dimensional Analysis of the Frame-Type Manipulator

From the workspace analysis of the cable-parallel robot, it can be concluded that the
unreachable areas at the top (3 m) and sides (2–3.25 m) need to be compensated for by the
frame-type manipulator. The parameters of the frame-type manipulator used in this paper
are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Macro robot parameter table (frame-type manipulator).

Parameters Numerical Value

Maximum upper arm radius 750 mm
Maximum lower arm radius 750 mm

Short rod position PC connecting the upper
and lower arms to the rotating arm 100 mm

Upper and lower arm length CP L
End platform radius R

5.1. Rapid Search Method for Feasible Posture and End-Effector-Reachable Workspace of
Rigid–Flexible Robotic System

Since the cable-parallel robot’s moving platform has three degrees of freedom, the
frame-based robotic arm has two degrees of freedom, and the end platform requires three
translational degrees of freedom, the rigid–flexible robotic system is redundant in degrees
of freedom. This means that for any point in the reachable workspace on the wall, the
feasible posture of the rigid–flexible robotic system is often not unique.

The feasible posture of the rigid–flexible robotic system is formed by coupling the
feasible workspace of the cable-parallel robot and the workspace of the frame-based robotic
arm. The workspace of the frame-based robotic arm’s end platform is mainly constrained
by the interference of the upper arm and the cable. Considering the upper arm as a cylinder
with a radius of 750 mm and using the condition that the vertical distance between the
frame-based robotic arm’s axis and the cable is greater than or equal to 750 mm, the
reachable workspace on the upper and side walls for the end platform (i.e., the terminal
reachability of the rigid–flexible robotic system) was searched for.
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When the upper arm performs the spraying task, it needs to extend out of the
workspace of the cable-parallel robot. At this time, the positional relationship between the
upper arm and the cable is complex. In the projection of the feasible posture in the x or y
direction, the angle between the upper arm and the moving platform must be smaller than
the angle between the cable and the moving platform. However, when the lower arm per-
forms the spraying task, it needs to extend out of the workspace of the cable-parallel robot,
and the upper arm may not necessarily extend out of the workspace of the cable-parallel
robot. In the projection of the feasible posture in the x or y direction, the angle between the
upper arm and the moving platform may be larger than the angle between the cable and
the moving platform. Therefore, a simplified interference analysis method was proposed
for the case where the lower arm performs the spraying task to speed up the workspace
search.

Due to the symmetry of the space, only the analysis of the O − x+y+z region was
conducted. To simplify the calculation and quickly determine the feasible posture, the
plane formed by the upper cable and the corresponding edge of the moving platform on
the opposite side was used to replace the cable for interference analysis. The x− alternative
plane on the opposite side in the x+ direction is shown by the red shading in Figure 9, and
the y− alternative plane on the opposite side in the y+ direction is shown by the yellow
shading in Figure 9. The angle between the x− alternative plane and the horizontal plane is:

θx− = arctan(l5z/l5x) (12)

where l5x and l5z are the x and z components of l5, respectively.
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Similarly, the angle between the y− alternative plane and the horizontal plane is:

θy− = arctan(l6z/l6x) (13)

where l6x and l6z are the x and z components of l6, respectively.
The projections of the connection points of the upper and lower arms with the rotating

arm on the horizontal plane will not exceed the range of the moving platform. Therefore,
when the rotating arm and the upper and lower arms of the frame-based robotic arm rotate,
the upper and lower arm links are at most parallel to the alternative plane, which can fully
ensure that the frame-based robotic arm will not interfere with the cable. The maximum
rotation angle of the upper arm constrained by the two alternative planes is:

θ2maxx = arctan(1/cos(θ1) tan(θx−))
θ2maxy = arctan(1/cos(π/2 + θ1) tan(θy−))

θ2max = min(θ2maxx θ2maxy)
(14)

where θ1 ⊂ [−π/2, π/2] is the rotation angle of the rotating arm, and θ2max is the maxi-
mum value of the upper arm rotation angle determined by this method that will not cause
interference. The rotation angle θ2 is 0 when the upper arm is vertical.

In fact, θ2max(θ1) provides a boundary for a pyramidal regular workspace of the frame-
based robotic arm, which can be used to quickly determine the possible feasible posture of
the robot and speed up the search for the frame-based robot workspace.

Therefore, the search strategy for the end-effector-reachable workspace of the rigid–
flexible robotic system is given as follows:

Step 1: Select a search point p = [x, y, z] on the wall surface and perform Steps 2–4
until the entire space search is completed.

Step 2: Determine the robotic arm performing the spraying task. When z < 10 m,
the upper arm performs the spraying task; when z ≥ 10 m, the lower arm performs the
spraying task.

Step 3: When the upper arm performs the spraying task, search θ1 : 0→ ±π/2, θ2 :
0 → π/2; when the lower arm performs the spraying task, search θ1 : 0 → ±π/2,
θ2 : 0→ θ2max.

Step 4: For the situation where the lower arm performs the spraying task, if Step 3
does not find a feasible posture, search θ1 : 0→ ±π/2, θ2 : θ2max → π/2.

5.2. End-Effector-Reachable Workspace Analysis of the Rigid–Flexible Robotic System

Using the search method proposed in Section 5.1, the end-effector-reachable workspace
of the rigid–flexible robotic system for different link lengths and end platform radius R
is obtained as shown in Table 3, where gray represents the reachable workspace and red
represents the unreachable area.

According to Table 3, as the end platform radius and link length increase, the reachable
workspace of the rigid–flexible robot terminal on the tanker inner wall gradually increases.
When the end platform radius R = 1000 mm and link length L = 5000 mm, all wall surfaces
are reachable. When the end platform radius R < 1000 mm and link length L < 5000 mm,
the unreachable areas of the rigid–flexible robot are concentrated at the corners and top
corners of the side walls. In the top part of the space, the unreachable areas are distributed
along the cable direction, mainly affected by the interference between the cable and the
corresponding-wall-side cable. In the middle and lower parts of the space, the distance
from the wall corner to the nearest moving platform workspace reaches 4.6 m, so the length
of the upper and lower arms have a significant impact on the size of the unreachable area
in this part.
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Table 3. End-effector-reachable workspace of the rigid–flexible robotic system with different dimen-
sions of the frame-based robotic arm.

Upper and
Lower Arm
Length L (mm)

End Platform
Radius R (mm)

750 1000

4000
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In the special coating application of the rigid–flexible robotic system proposed in this
paper, it is necessary to set up scaffolding at the side wall corners or use wall-climbing
robots to install and dismantle the cable-parallel robot’s cable pulley at the side wall corners.
Therefore, for a 35 m × 40 m × 30 m tanker inner cabin, an end platform with R = 750 mm
and a link with L = 4500 mm can be used to complete the special coating tasks for the
top and side walls of the tanker inner cabin, and to respray the corners, top corners, and
equipment installation areas during dismantling.

In summary, this section proposes a partially simplified cable interference analysis
method based on the interference between the frame-based robotic arm and the cable,
speeding up the search for the reachable workspace of the rigid–flexible robot end platform.
For different size parameters of the frame-based robotic arm, the reachable workspace of
the rigid–flexible robot end platform was searched and analyzed, verifying the terminal
reachability of the rigid–flexible robotic system and providing a basis for the size selection
of the rigid–flexible robotic system in practical applications.
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6. Conclusions

This paper proposed a conceptual rigid–flexible robot system using a cable-parallel
robot in series with a frame-type manipulator for large-span special coating on the inner
wall of a finished tanker cabin. It established the kinematic and static models of the cable-
parallel robot. The interference and wear problems of cross cables were analyzed. A
solution with staggered cable anchor points in the height direction was adopted to avoid
interference problems of cross cables. Based on the minimum 2-norm of the cable force
array, the cable force of the cable-parallel robot was solved using an optimization method,
and the workspace of the moving platform was obtained. Considering the interference
problem under different postures of the cable-parallel robot, the dimensions of the frame-
type manipulator were analyzed, providing a basis for robot size selection in practical
applications, and verifying the terminal reachability of the rigid–flexible robot system.

This paper solves the critical problem of applying CDPRs to the spraying of the inner
wall of a finished tanker cabin, achieves the terminal reachability of the rigid–flexible robot
system, and expands the reachable workspace of the robot to coincide with the inner cabin
space of the tanker, covering all areas to be sprayed. This paper solves the problems of
high cost, long time cycle, and poor safety of the traditional method of building scaffolding
for manual spraying. It provides a new automated solution for special coating in the inner
cabins of finished tankers.

In conclusion, this study has addressed the challenges of using CDPRs for special coat-
ing applications in finished tanker cabins. By designing a rigid–flexible robot system that
combines a cable-parallel robot with a frame-type manipulator, the terminal reachability
of the system has been achieved, ensuring that all areas requiring coating can be covered.
This approach overcomes the limitations of traditional manual spraying techniques that
rely on scaffolding, which are costly, time-consuming, and pose safety risks. As a result,
this paper presents an innovative automated solution for special coating applications in
finished tanker cabins.
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